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OLD BOYS COLLEGIANS CRICKET CLUB 
(INCORPORATED) 

 
 

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 
 

The 9th Annual General Meeting will be held at the Elmwood Bowling Club, on Wednesday 
4th September 2013 at 7pm. 

 
 
 
 

AGENDA 
 

1. Apologies 

2. Confirmation of minutes of last AGM 

3. Adoption of Annual Report 

4. Adoption of Financial Report 

5. Election of Officers 

6. General Business 
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Presidents report 
Ladies and gentlemen, Life Members, members and friends of the club, it is with great pride that we 
conclude a season full of success on the field and substantial progress off the field. 
 
The replenishment of trophies in the OBC trophy cabinet and the re-writing of representatives on the 
honours board is testament to a club that is not only the cricket players choice, but is the club that 
those outside it’s playing ranks view as a positive and progressive club in the national club arena. 
 
This of course doesn’t ‘just happen’. Endless volunteer hours by a committee of club people, who 
share similar views and passion for this club that I do and I wish to thank all of them, Jason, Courtney, 
Ryan, Paul, Matt, April, Matt, Mandie, Simon and James. All have engaged in club work, at the 
expense of their own personal time. It is a thankless task but as each season concludes, we can draw 
satisfaction of a job well done. I would like to specifically acknowledge both Jason for his work on 
the financial controlling of the club and James for his secretarial and administration over this past 
season. 
 
Off the field the big issue was the proposed, and recently, acceptance of an international cricket venue 
at Hagley Oval. The frustration of having resistance from a group of narrowed minded individuals 
was thankfully overruled by the environmental court and the development can now continue to its 
showpiece of the opening match of the 2015 cricket world cup. 
 
OBC of course has much involvement in this development with the Hadlee Pavilion at the Oval 
needing to be purchased and removed to make room for the new pavilion. We await communication 
with the CCA on this. 
 
In the interim, we have been fortunate to lease the Hagley pavilion for a majority of the time to those 
contracted to re-level and re-lay the new pitch and outfield and this has allowed us to cover costs of 
having the pavilion. 
 
At Elmwood, Balanced Fitness continues its use of the cricket pavilion whilst we work in with The 
Elmwood Club on its development of the area.  
 
The removal of the concrete block changing rooms was a necessity for safety and the club now has 
purchased 3 moveable modular units to form 2 changing rooms and a scorer’s room and an umpires 
changing room. We are also progressing ideas with architects / builders for adding showers and toilet 
facilities to our existing pavilion. These would replace the now unused bar and office space. 
 
We are working closely with Ricki Jones at The Elmwood Club on an overview plan of facilities as 
it’s a fine line between investing in things temporary and permanent and I would like to thank Ricki 
for his efforts and involvement with OBC. 
 
On the field, we have performed admirably in all grades and, as important, have been able to field 
teams in more grades than most other clubs. With 8 men’s teams, 4 woman’s teams and 50 junior 
teams we had a lot of cricket being played. Add to that OBC collected 4 titles; 
 
 
 
• 2As taking out the Robbies 1 Day Championship as well as the 20/20 championship 
 
• Premier Men collected the Metro 1 Day Championship and went on to claim the National 

Club Championship. A feat that showed not only the playing depth of this team but also the 
fantastic team unity that Knighty and Paul Mac have established with these lads. 
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A special thanks to Paul Knight and Paul McEwan for their leadership, coaching and general 
involvement with the men’s premier side. The same is said to Mandie Godliman, who, over what is 
now many years, she has taken the women’s section under her very capable wing and delivered yet a 
again a polished and professional coaching, selecting and leadership role. 
 
The club laid claim to many new representatives this season. Players, who with continual hard work 
will lay further claim to national ranks. 
 
They are being talked about around the sports bars and as one ex OBC player (England spinner 
Graeme Swann) said to me after leaving Elmwood Park for Trent Bridge, “when the press start talking 
about you, it means things are going to start happening”. 
 

• Todd Astle (Black Caps, Canterbury Wizards) 

• Erin Birmingham (Black Ferns, Canterbury Magicians) 

• Matt McEwan (Canterbury Wizards) 

• Logan van Beek (Canterbury Wizards) 

• Ed Nuttall (Canterbury Wizards) 

• Hannah Linton (Canterbury Magicians, Canterbury U21) 

• Joel Abraham (Canterbury A) 

• Theo van Woerkom (Canterbury A) 

• Laura Hughes (Canterbury U21) 

• Meg Lay (Canterbury U21)  

• Ery Henry Winchester (Canterbury Kiwis) 

• David Wakefield (Canterbury U19) 

 

To our club Sponsors, No4 Restaurant and Bar and Cricket Express, I wish, on behalf of the club, our 
sincere thanks for your support for not only this last season but the many before it. Clubs like ours are 
operated like a business model and to know that the constant increased costs can be helped by your 
involvement. 
 
 
I would also like to mention Peter Timbs Butchery and Traiteurs of Merivale for their generous 
involvements at the drop of a hat for junior prize givings or end of year BBQs. 
 
 
On a sad note the Christchurch community lost Mr Fred Shaw who passed away at the end of May. 
The following is Fred Shaw, defined by good friend, Geoffrey Beadel – 
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Fred Shaw was captain of cricket and rugby at Christ's College in 1943. He 
played Senior cricket for Old Collegians from the mid 1940s to around the 
late 50s. During this time he opened the batting - he was not a bowler and his 
fielding was only average. He spent most of his time at 3rd man and had a 
long walk at the end of each over. He was a very good opener and although 
not making many big scores, invariably did his job and took the steam out of 
the opening bowlers. 
 
Fred lived at Tai Tapu and travelled on a very old and dirty motor-bike, on 
which he had to use leggings. Frequently, when dismissed, he would mount 
his bike and go off to the TAB for a little gamble.  
 
RIP Fred. 
 

 
To conclude, we need to remind ourselves that it is important to put back into the club. You play your 
cricket there and great times are created in and around those playing days.  My time playing premiers 
for OBC seems years ago, in fact it was, but it always remains my club and like 1000s who have 
played here, each Sunday or Monday, we check to see how our club performed week in and week out 
and a sense of ownership and pride is formed.  
 
 
We are the National Club Champs ….. We are the Mighty OBC 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Hopping 
President Old Boys Collegians Cricket Club
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Men’s Club Captains report 
 
What a fantastic year for OBC, probably the most successful since the amalgamation of the clubs and 
finally some reward for a whole bunch of people that have put in so many hours to get the club to 
where they are today.  Firstly I would like to thank the committee of OBC for allowing me to take up 
the position of Club Captain. I hope I have done it justice compared to the exemplary service from the 
people before me. 
 
Thank you to Simon Carter for his ongoing support and help for me. He basically ran the show with 
me just tagging along for the ride. Simon, the amount of work that you do, not just for the club, but 
also for me is incredible. The success that the club had had over the season has your fingerprints all 
over it. You should be very proud of your success personally and also for what you have created 
within the club. 
 
To all the captains within the Men’s side of OBC, thank you for your support. It’s a tough job to 
captain at the best of times, but to organise a team takes plenty of hard work and organisation. The 
one day semi-final was one of the proudest moments of my career. To sit on Elmwood Park with 33 
of my mates sharing the same pride and excitement was awesome. There are small moments in your 
career that you cherish, and that evening was one of the best. 
 
To Paul McEwan, your input and guidance over the year was invaluable and the results speak for 
themselves. The impact you had on the playing group was huge and your knowledge into the art of 
batting not only paid dividends through the season, but it continued over the coming years. To Mike 
Johnson of STAC, thank you for the use of your facilities on Tuesday nights. It is often overlooked 
how much you still provide to the club. The use of your roller for the semi-final proved the difference 
and Joel is very happy with the impact you had. The success of the premier playing group was in no 
small way thanks to you, considering that you have recruited the majority of the playing list, so thank 
you for your help and guidance. 
 
To Mandy and her merry crew of helpers, thank you for everything that you do. It’s a wonderful sight 
Saturday morning to see all the youngsters running around Elmwood and all your efforts for the junior 
and women’s development of the club are truly epic. We are the best club in Christchurch due to your 
influence, long may it continue.  David Miles thanks for your work this year, on what I think are the 
best all-round wickets in Christchurch.  
 
To the Van beek family, we send our deepest regards on the passing of Sam. Everyone has a Sammy 
story to tell and I have been truly honoured to only the legend of Sammy for these last couple of 
years. It was one of the highlights of my cricketing life sitting down next to Sammy and listen to him 
hold court. His wisdom and humour isn’t lost on the boys and I can still hear him in the back of my 
mind every time I get hit on the pads:  “use your bloody bat mon.” 
 
Todd Astle, what a year” Blackcap, 2 x time man of the match in the clubs two biggest games, getting 
engaged to the lovely Rachel and becoming immortalised (thanks to Sportsstars) on your own playing 
card. Well-deserved on your achievements this year. The club has been really proud of your efforts. 
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The team reports will follow, but a few short notes for the teams. 
 
Prems 
An amazing year, culminating in Auckland and the national club champs. I will never forget that 
week even though it’s hard to forget, considering I drink my orange juice out of the cup every 
morning. Thank you to Phil Kelly, our illustrious scorer/lolly provider.  It’s no coincidence that once 
the lollies started we started winning. Thank you for your help. You’re truly invaluable. 
 
2A – Scrapheap 
Matt/CJ, congratulations on your continued success, even more so considering how many players we 
used through the premiers. This proves how valuable your leadership and the way that you play the 
game are to the whole club. Your success has had a huge impact on player and personal development 
within the club and the core group of players just as Kevin, Greg, Ryan, Simon and Jason has an 
unseen impact on the playing group with the way that they approach the game. So congratulations and 
if the breakers can threepeat, what’s stopping you? 
 
2B - Gators 
To Andrew and his rag-tag motley group, congratulations on making it through the whole season! The 
success of the team was one of the more unexpected joys of the season the midseason additions of 
Lucky, Allan and Hash Brown had a great influence on the club. The final night celebrations were 
great to share with the Gators and it shows how far the club has come in recent years, where Reid 
pointed out that it’s great to sit there and have a chat with anyone one of the boys from the Prem team 
down and be genuinely interested in how each other went. 
 
Presidents 
To Tim and the boys; congratulations on your season and thank you for all your support throughout 
the year. The boys take a keen interest when we play side by side as it the natural evolution of a 
player to end up with the Pressies. Your messages of support during the Auckland week meant a huge 
amount and it’s great to see how much the success meant so many people of the club. The boys 
always love the way your team play the game, especially when one of the boys is trying to smash 
every ball over the trees at Elmwood. 

 
Paul Knight 
Men’s Club Captain 
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Mens Trophies 
 
Premiers 
Batting  
(Walter Hadlee Trophy) Paul Knight (458 runs) 
Bowling  
(Sir Richard Hadlee Trophy) Theo van Woerkam (44 wkts) 
Fielding  
(Richard Leggat Trophy) Adam Hastilow 
Captain  
(Eric Harrington Trophy) Joel Abraham 
MVP  
(Paul McEwan Trophy) Logan van Beek 
 

2A MVP Adam Hastilow 

2B MVP Hitesh Pratap 

Presidents MVP Tim McConnell 

Most Improved Player  
(John Wright Trophy) Greg McCarthy 
Most Promising U20 Player  
(Peter Small Memorial Trophy)  David Wakefield 
Most Wicket Keeping Dismissals  
(Murray Mowat Trophy) Lane Tutty (27) 
Most Wickets  
(Rob Wilson Trophy) Theo van Woerkam (44 wkts) 
Best Bowling Performance  
(Tony MacGibbon Trophy) Hamish Brown (7-38) 
Highest Aggregate  
(Cran Bull Trophy) Tim McConnell 713 @ 51 
Highest Score  
(Barry Hadlee Trophy) Katey Martin (149) 
Most Centuries  
(Jack D’Arcy Trophy) Tim McConnell, Kevin Murphy (2) 
Services to Club  
(HSOB Association Cup) Jason Middlemiss’ 
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Premiers 
Overall a fantastic year with the culmination of winning the national champs in Auckland. We’ve 
achieved success a bit sooner than I imagined, but full credit to the boys to getting the job done. 
 
One Day 
We had a great bowling unit that generally kept us in every contest. Ed Nuttall with 20 wickets was 
the stand out, and really came along in leaps and bounds this year. It’s amazing to see what a yard of 
pace can do for you, and Ed was really a cut above. Joel once again led the way with the bat, with a 
fantastic hundred in the semi-final. Ahbi Shrikande was a superstar in his new position of opener it 
added a stronger dynamic to the team. The boys got on a roll with a great win against East’s in round 
2, defending 120 we rolled them for 60. We then strung a few together, only dropping a game against 
St Albans. We batted East’s out of the game in the Semi with Joel and Ahbi putting over 150 for the 
first wicket to set us up. The boys bowled fantastically to dry up East’s where we defended 240. The 
final was a true workman like OBC game, with Todd gutsing out a top quality 80, with key 20’s and 
30’s from Ben Bellamy and Rammy Singh, gave us a defendable total. The key wicket was Shannan 
Stewart and Logan knocked him off with one of the best balls I have witnessed. From there we steam 
rolled the top 6, with a minor partnership we came back to knock them off and win the cup. 
 
Two Day 
Once again, we were really competitive all the way through we just ran into a couple of teams that 
gave us some tough challenges where we couldn’t generate enough points. Some fantastic results 
were Theo against Burnside spinning the team to victory, David Wakefield after a difficult start strung 
together 3 50’s towards the end of the year. Dave’s partnership with Greg McCarthy at Marist was a 
real highlight and really showed what both of those boys are capable of. In the end we were missing 
some of the Wizards boys at key stages, but overall we were competitive in every match. 
 
20/20 
Game one against St Albans, we bowled them out for 110, were in strife at 4 down after 3 overs, and 
had Theo and Bells get us home. 
 
Game 2, We defended 120, with Nuts bowling a fantastic couple of death overs to get us home. 
 
Game 3, against East’s, they got away from us in the end and we couldn’t chase down their total. So 
we finished 2nd in the group and missed out on the final. 
 
National Championships 
An incredible week, something to really special to share with 15 blokes and is honestly the greatest 
achievement I have achieved in cricket. Some of the performances were a true showing of the 
character of the boys and something that they can always think back to and very proud. 
 
I was a great year for the club and the boys who represented the premiers. Four boys received their 
caps, which is a huge honour, with in all likelihood another 3 to 4 to get their next year. Which really 
shows we are building a strong group. The true challenge is to back up and continue what we have 
achieved and be one of those clubs that everyone wants to beat.  
 
Paul Knight 
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2A (Scrapheap) 
 
2As had a successful year winning two out of the three trophies up for grabs. There were a few new 
faces this year so the team were very pleased to come away with two trophies.  
 
Best batsman for the season was Kev Murphy  

381 runs 
12 innings 
1 not out  
Average 34.6 
2 100's 

 
Best bowler for the season was Ryan Astle 

30 wickets 
Best figures 6-44 

 
3 other players took 20+ wickets and total of 500 100+ scores.  
 
Adam Hastilow was 2A’s Most Valuable Player contributing in all 3 aspects of the game.  
 
It was unfortunate in the end that we could not also take the two day trophy. We seem to lose players 
at the back end of the season each year for one reason or another so it would be good to look into how 
we can improve on this in the future.  
 
Matt Ede 
 
 
2B  
On the back of a disappointing 2011/2012 campaign which saw the Gators dissolve before 
the seasons end, this crusade was to be different. With new recruits from Canterbury and 
abroad the new look team started well, with steady contributions from Liam Wood with the 
bat often setting the tone for the day. Good performances against LPW and Sydenham meant 
the Gators reached the one-day final, only to fall short following a horrific batting collapse.  
 
Unfortunately, this started a steady decline for the reptiles. Nonetheless, there were some 
notable highlights from the 2day campaign. Hundreds from Aaron Chapman and Jason 
Middlemiss; a cameo appearance from club veteran Paul McEwan; the development of 
Hitesh Pratap as a menace with ball in hand; and a single outright win provided reason to 
celebrate. Deserving of his own special mention, Hamish Brown established himself as the 
find of the season. From only the last three 2day matches, ‘Hash’ Brown took 18 wickets at 
an average of 18.11, with best innings figures of 7 for 28 from 16 overs. ‘Browny’ also 
contributed with the bat with a quite destructive 64 against Hornby.  
 
Lastly I’d like to thank the 29 players who turned out for the team during the season. 
 
Andrew Logie 
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Team Boon  
New life was breathed into Team Boon this season with a number of Junior Boons joining the ranks. 
These include a number of ex 1st 11 and rep team players keen to immerse themselves within the 
Boon environment.  Over the season we had 27 individuals pull on the beige at some time during the 
season. Thanks go all those that played when needed along with our Sponsor No. 4 bar for all their 
support off the field. The season itself would be classified as a success , with a 3rd place finish in the 
gruelling 3A grade (won 12, lost 5). Both the teams above were beaten by Team Boon in during the 
season, but a couple of slip ups cost us gaining further honours.  
  
Stats for Team Boon 2012/13 

• Boon of the Year – Phil McKay 
• Batsman of the Year – Scott Kilday (333 runs @ av of 42) 
• Bowler of the Year – Phil McKay (25 wickets @ av of 15, econ 3.81, S/R 24) 
• Best in Field – Shashank Kumar 
• Best Bowling – Sam Rendall (6/16) 
• Best Innings – Andrew Fergus (131) 
• Sixes Trophy – Sam Rendall (13) 
• Duck Cup – Sam Rendall (3) 
• Other Highlights –  

o Phil McKay blasting 88 from 30 balls to take Boon from 88/8 to an unlikely victory 
to chase down 205 over East Shirley (finished 2nd place). 

o Highest Team total 322/6 
 
Andrew Fergus 
 
3B SCG 
The SGC side had a mainly mixed bag of a season. 'Mixed' being perhaps a generous term to be used. 
It didn't start well for the team, if one can remember the opening weekend of the season, it was a grey 
and miserable (southerly) day, starting at Redwood park. We did not enjoy our first victory until the 
third game into the season, when we took down LPW (who, in our own modesty are a bunch of 
teenagers).  
 
The side enjoyed eight wins from the season and being placed third on the second tier after the season 
was separated into two divisions. We were at on stage, placed at fifth but we managed to climb the 
ladder towards the end of the season to end third.  
 
A couple of notable performances included Oliver Snook averaging well into the 40s and leading in 
the run scoring department. No centuries were recorded by the side but Ollies 80 was the stand out 
high score for the season. He also did very well with the gloves and ball, occasionally opening the 
bowling. Hadley Trouson led the wicket taking department, with 32 wickets at an average of around 
16. Our player of the season goes to Paul 'Stiffy' Fleming who always shows a keenness for the game, 
always turns up despite his transport limitations and is able to catch a ball despite having, one would 
like to imagine 40% poor vision. Catch of the season went to Stiffy when he plucked a one handed 
screamer at first slip.  
 
Despite our less than desirable performances on the field, the side stuck together well throughout the 
season and we had a core of approximately seven to eight players who would continually turn up for 
the side. Ring ins were therefore a regular feature to our side and we more often than not got a playing 
11 on the field albeit from a mate who knew a mate of a mate who knew a mate and sometimes as late 
as 12.59pm, or sometimes into the start of the fielding innings. Mikey Simon Taukawa Graham took 
the best figures for the side recording 6-22 (including hat-trick) in the final game, snatching victory 
from, yes, LPW (the teenagers) when SGC defended 66.  
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We tried to implement a fining schedule post every game and the largest fine was for not being at the 
fining session. After our loss to the 'teenagers' at Garrick Park, we also implemented a fine for not 
coming to practice which increased the turnout at our practices despite, in the end no one actually 
paying their fines rendering the above fairly useless most would agree. Greasy Giuseppe Vassalini 
(jew-sep-ee vasa-leni) had the highest fine amount, a whopping $35 from just five games while the 
tight Robin 'Carboot' Ashton only amounted $18 from 16 games. One would think he avoided taking 
catches or fielding the ball but his catching and fielding ability vastly improved over the season, 
including a stomach juggling effort at Centennial Park. One addition to the fining schedule was the 
'Neville Brooker Shocker of the Day' (NBSOD) after he said most infamously "inswing, outswing, a 
little bit of ALL SWING"!!! Lets assume that he won the NBSOD most weekends. And if no one won 
it, it was awarded to Neville in default.  
 
We look forward to the coming season and hopefully having a much more prosperous time. 
 
Jack Mack 
 
 
3C SNCC 
 
SNCC 2012/13 Season Summary 

Played Won Lost 50s 100s 5-Wickets 
20 14 6 11 1 4 

 
Cam Pickering 
 
 
 
3C Conquest 
No report provided. 
 
 
Presidents  
Presidents had an enjoyable year, and were in contention for grade honours mid-season, but 
fell away in the latter part of the season to finish mid-table.  Before Christmas when we 
struggled with the bat we were often able to counter with strong bowling performances to win 
tight games.  At other times we batted well enough not to need to rely on the bowlers.  There 
were five centuries this season, and twice there were two centuries scored in the same innings 
(Tim McConnell and Mike McIntyre at East Shirley and Kelvin Scott and Greg Pangiotidis 
against Sumner at Elmwood 4) leading to substantial totals and comfortable victories.  But 
runs dried up later in the season and we lost 5 of our last 6 games as our somewhat fragile 
lower order struggled when our batting stars didn’t fire. 
 
Tim McConnell was the mainstay of the team, on-field captain, scoring 713 runs averaging 
just over 50, more than twice as many runs as any other batsman and always aggressively 
attacking the bowlers.  Tim also took 16 catches and 5 stumpings to lead our fielding stats.  
Mike McIntyre averaged 109 in his three early season innings including a maiden century.  
Nathan Caldwell bowled particularly well to top the bowling stats with 19 wickets at an 
average of 16, ably supported by Andy Campbell and Kelvin Scott. 
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Our end-of-season dinner was notable for two retirement announcements.  The ever young 
John Campbell played his last game after something like 35 years of Presidents cricket for 
Old Collegians and OBC, and has now moved north to Waiheke Island.  Hamish Anderson, 
finished a long and successful career, most recently contributing much to organising the 
Presidents team, by adding to his career tally with a half century in his last innings.  Thanks 
to both for the great contributions to the club.  
 
James Barringer 
 
 
Batting	   M	   Inn	   N.O.	   Runs	   HS	   AVG	  
Tim	  McConnell	   17	   17	   3	   713	   138*	   50.93	  
Kelvin	  Scott	   10	   10	   0	   305	   120	   30.50	  
Dave	  Bull	   17	   17	   1	   290	   69	   18.13	  
Geoff	  Cotton	   15	   14	   5	   282	   80	   31.33	  
Mike	  McIntyre	   3	   3	   1	   218	   104*	   109.00	  
Greg	  Panagiotidis	   7	   7	   0	   191	   122	   27.29	  
Nathan	  Caldwell	   15	   14	   3	   144	   28	   13.09	  
John	  Hampton	   5	   4	   1	   135	   62*	   45.00	  
Simon	  Wall	   4	   4	   0	   134	   64	   33.50	  

 
 
Bowling	   O	   M	   R	   W	   BB	   AVG	   RPO	  
Nathan	  Caldwell	   79.1	   11	   309	   19	   4/11(8)	   16.26	   3.9	  
Andrew	  	  Campbell	   37	   3	   163	   12	   5/24(8)	   13.58	   4.41	  
Kelvin	  Scott	   71	   14	   253	   10	   3/14(8)	   25.30	   3.56	  
Shane	  Sinclair	   40	   3	   164	   9	   4/9(3)	   18.22	   4.1	  
Aaron	  Gale	   32	   6	   77	   9	   3/8(8)	   8.56	   2.41	  
Geoff	  Cotton	   60.1	   1	   346	   8	   3/26(6)	   43.25	   5.75	  
John	  Hampton	   40	   10	   118	   7	   4/16(8)	   16.86	   2.95	  
James	  Barringer	   48	   3	   203	   7	   2/14(4)	   29.00	   4.23	  
John	  Campbell	   45	   2	   233	   7	   2/26(5)	   33.29	   5.18	  
Justin	  McFarlane	   22.2	   0	   141	   5	   2/25(3)	   28.20	   6.31	  
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Women’s Club Captains  
No report provided but we note that OBCCC remain probably the strongest Women’s Club 
numerically in Christchurch at a time when a number of the traditionally strong Women’s 
clubs are struggling to enter teams even in premier Grade.  
 
 
 

Women’s Prizes 

Premiers 

Batting (Elmwood Cup) Katey Martin (250 @ 56) 

Bowling (Mike Hamel Cup) Hannah Linton (15wkts @ 20) 

Fielding (Vaughan Brown Trophy) Meg Lay 

Captain (Derek Hughey Trophy) Erin Birmingham 

MVP (Ian Harrison Trophy) Charlotte Russel (237 @ 29; 10 wkts @ 5) 

 

Services to Women’s Cricket Megan Wiseman 

Most Improved Player (Cartwright Cup) Emily Ashton 

Most Promising U20 Player Trophy Allie Mace-Cochrane 
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OBCC Women’s Premiers  

No report provided 

 
Division 1 OBCC Womens Gold  
 
The Division 1 girls team has a great season by finished 2nd in the one day competition and going 
through unbeaten and winning the T20 Competition. This season we had a good mix of experienced 
players and younger players. The younger players really stood up to the challenge of Div 1.   
 
We batted extremely well throughout the season especially on some very dodgy pitches. Allie Mace-
Cochrane top-scored this season with her maiden century with a score of 117, Allie was also was 
awarded with most promising under 20 player. She was backed up well by Courtney Case who scored 
a couple of 50s. Alice Rountree, Emily Ashton and April Kerr scored some good runs throughout the 
season.   
     
Courtney Case and Emily Ashton lead our bowling attack and both took a lot of wickets between 
them. Our Spinners Alice Rountree and April Kerr performed well all season and were hard to put 
away. Younger players such as Courtney Wiseman, Emma Stuart and Brittany Pringle continued to 
improve and took some very good wickets between them.  
 
The team would like to thank all the youth players who filled in for us during the season and to 
Mandie, Dave, Adam and Charlie for coaching us this season. 
 
 
 
Division 1 OBCC Womens Blue 
No report provided 
 
 
Junior Report 
No report provided, but we note that OBC Juniors remain the largest Junior Club in 
Christchurch Metro Cricket with over 50 teams in all CJCA grades.  
 


